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0. INTRODUCTION 
For a smooth, real-valued function L on the tangent bundle TX” of R”, a 
choice of two points x0, x, in R” and a time interval [0, T] the 
corresponding (L, x0, X, , T)-variational problem consists of finding a curve 
y: [O, T]-tR” with y(O)=x,, y(T)= x, which minimizes the integral 
s 7 L(Y(~), ?i(t)) & 0 
in comparision with all other curves, connecting x0 with x, spending time 
T. 
In this paper we will obtain a class of such problems without solutions: 
the main theorem gives a condition on the function L, which guarantees 
the nonexistence of a solution of the (L, x0, xi, T)-variational problem for 
certain choices of x0, xi, and T. As a corollary we obtain an “open set” of 
variational problems without solutions; this openness is with respect to 
both the function L and the triple (x0, x1, T). 
A rather familiar example of a variational problem without a solution 
can be given easily as follows: if in the standard Euclidean plane the com- 
plement of a closed ball around the origin is considered, then there exists 
no shortest path between two points located on different parts of a straight 
line through the origin. The nonexistence in this case is due to what is 
called “incompleteness” in differential geometry; it is related with noncom- 
pactness of the configuration space. In this paper we obtain a nonexistence 
result which is independent of the compactness of the configuration space, 
but which is related with nonconvexity of the function L. 
In many applications in, e.g., mechanics the function L,, also called the 
Lagrangian, is a positive definite quadratic form on each fibre. In such 
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cases every variational problem possesses a solution. In fact, this remains 
true under the following, much weaker assumptions: if the Lagrangian is 
strictly convex on each tibre and satisfies the inequality (*) below, then for 
each choice of x0, x,, and T the corresponding variational problem 
possesses a solution, i.e., a minimizing curve y as above (see, e.g., [4, 51 or 
[ 10)). This solution is a smooth curve: it is the projection on R” of a tra- 
jectory of the smooth Hamiltonian vectorfield associated with L. This 
Hamiltonian vector-field is obtained as follows: 
Application of a Legendre transformation to L gives a smooth energy 
function H on the cotangent bundle T*R” of R”; with the canonical sym- 
plectic structure of T*R” this function H defines the Hamiltonian vector- 
field on T*R”. 
Here we will be interested in the case where the Lagrangian L does not 
necessarily satisfy this convexity assumption. Thus the associated 
Hamiltonian vectorheld is no longer continuous everywhere. A solution of 
a variational problem, defined by such a nonconvex Lagrangian and a 
choice of x0, x, , and T, is still the projection of a continuous trajectory of 
the associated Hamiltonian vectorfield, but now such a trajectory, and 
hence also the corresponding solution, is possibly only piecewise smooth. 
As is shown in [3] for the case where n = 1, and in [S] for n = 2 with an 
additional homogeneity assumption on L, it is possible to choose L, x0, x, , 
and T in such a way that the corresponding variational problem admits no 
solution. In fact, nonexistence of solutions is caused by the presence of 
some local type of discontinuity in the Hamiltonian vectortield. 
Our objective in this paper is to obtain the same result for arbitrary n 
(and without a homogeneity assumption): 
If a discontinuity of a certain local type occurs in the Hamiltonian vector 
field associated with L, then there exist open sets of point x,,, xl in R” and 
an open set of positive numbers T, for which the (L, x0, x,, T)-variational 
problem admits no solution. Also, this specific type of discontinuity is per- 
sistent with respect o perturbations of the Lagrangian. At the end of Sec- 
tion 1 we will describe both an analytical and a more “practical” example 
of such a Lagrangian. 
It is also possible to state the result in terms of relaxed problems, which 
are defined as follows: 
For a variational problem, given by L, x0, x, , and T as above, the 
corresponding relaxed problem is determined by x0, x1, T, and the 
Lagrangian L , ** defined as the largest function on TR”, which is both con- 
vex on each tibre and less than L. If a discontinuity, as mentioned above, 
occurs in the Hamiltonian vector field associated with L, then it is possible 
to choose x,,, x, , and T in such a way that the solution of the relaxed 
(L**, x0, Xl > T)-problem (which exists by convexity, [4]) is not a solution 
of the original (L, x0, x, , T)-problem. 
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1. DEFINITIONS, PRELIMINARIES, AND 
STATEMENT OF THE RESULT 
Assume that on R” a system of coordinates x,,..., x, is chosen; let 
XlY, x,, UlY, U, denote the induced coordinates on 7B”, i.e., (X ,,..., X,, 
uI ,..., ti,,) represents iii(a/ax,) + .‘. + &,(8/8x,) in T,, ,,,,,,. ?JR”), the tangent 
space at (Xi ,..., x,). Also, induced coordinates x ,,..., x,, p, ,..., p, can be 
chosen on T*R”, the dual bundle of 5%“: (X1 ,..., X,, pi ,..., p,,) represents 
the covector pi dx, + .. . + 6, dx, in T&,,.,,,jJRfl). Furthermore, ( ., . ) 
denotes the standard inner product on each TJRn), T.z(R”) with respect o 
these coordinates, as well as the dual pairing between elements of TFR” 
and T,(R”) (XE R”). 
We fix a function h: [0, co) + II%, bounded below, with the property 
lim !!.@=a. 
,+m t 
then 5;;: is defined as the space of all smooth functions L on 7’R” which 
satisfy 
L(x, u) B 4 Ilull 1 (*) 
for each (x, U) E 7’lR” (i.e., u E TJR”)). SE is furnished with the strong C” 
Whitney topology. For a definition of this topology, see [7]. 
For elements L of S;, we will first describe the Legendre transfor- 
mation, leading to the Hamiltonian HL( = H): T*R” -+ R (for more details 
see, e.g., [l ] or [a]). Fix L E 5; and define ZL: R” x R” x R” -+ R by 
%(x, P, u) = (P, u > - Lb, u). 
Then the function H,: T*R” -+ R, given by H,(x, p) = max, &(x, p, u), is 
well defined because of (*). 
The Pontryagin maximum principle in [9] gives a necessary condition 
for a curve to be a solution. In our situation it is equivalent with the con- 
dition of Weierstrasz as can be seen in [6]; it states: 
for a parametrized curve x(t) in W, TV [0, r] to be a solution of a variational 
problem defined by a Lagrangian L, it is a necessary condition that there exists a 
curve p(f): [O, 7J + IX”, such that the equalities: 
%(x(t), P(r), i(l)) = HL(X(f), P(l)), 
/j(l) =g (X(f), I(f)). 
(3 
hold for almost every fE [O, T]. 
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The curves x(t) and p(t) are continuous, because of the Weierstrasz- 
Erdmann corner conditions. This can also be found in [6]. 
Let C, denote the subset of T*IW”, consisting of the points (x, p) for 
which xL(x, p, . ) possesses a unique nondegenerate global maximum, then 
on C,, H, is a smooth function (see the arguments given below, after 
Proposition 1.1) and (*,) is equivalent to 
In other words, if x(t) is a solution, for which the corresponding curve 
(x(t), p(t)) is contained in C, c T*R”, then x(t) is the projection of a tra- 
jectory of the Hamiltonian vectorfield X, (also denoted by X) defined by 
H, on the subset C, of the symplectic space T*R” (for more details see, 
e.g., [l] or [a]). Moreover, the above remains true for each solution x(t), 
as far as the corresponding (x(t), p(t)) is contained in C,. 
Because for generic L, C, will appear to be open and dense in T*lR”, it 
follows that X, can be extended to a vectorfield on T*R”, also denoted by 
X,, which is however not uniquely defined on the complement of C,. Now 
a necessary condition for x(t) to be an extremal of a variational problem 
defined by such a generic L, is that the velocity vector of the curve 
(x(t), p(t)) in T*lR” is everywhere qual to one of the values of X,. In the 
following, a parametrized curve in T*R”, which satisfies this last condition, 
will be called a trajectory of X,. 
We will consider a subset C, of T*R”\C, which is defined as follows: 
Z’, = {(x, p) E T*R” 1 xL(x, p, . ) possesses exactly two distinct 
nondegenerate global maxima}. 
The proof of Proposition 2.1 in [3] gives: 
1.1. PROPOSITION. There exists an open and dense subset 22; c .F; with 
the following property: for each L E 29;: 
(i) Z, is an open and dense subset of T*R”. 
(ii) C, is a submanifold of codimension one in T*W, which is open and 
dense in T*lQ”\Z’,. 
The condition n < 3 in the proof of Proposition 2.1 in [3] is related to 
the appearance of phenomena of higher codimension, which are avoided in 
our conclusion. 
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We will make some observations concerning the vectorfield X,in the 
neighbourhood of points in C,. Let for some fixed L E%;, (2, p) ECU c 
T*R”. Then sP~(X, p, +) possesses two distinct maxima 6, and z&. Because of 
the non-degeneracy condition it is possible to determine two smooth map- 
pings Lii(x, p): T*R” -+ R” (i = 1, 2) by the conditions 
locally in a neighbourhood U of (X, ~5) in T*R”, with 6,(X, Is) = fii (i = 1, 2). 
This follows from the implicit mapping theorem. Now write 
Hi(x, P) = %Cx, P? ci(x, PI)3 k PIE u, 
then H,(x, p) = maxi, 1.2 Hi(x, p) and Z, n U = ((x, p)l H,(x, p) = 
H,(x, p)}. Each H, defines a Hamiltonian vectorfield Xi on U by 
. JH; 
x=iip’ 
If Ql = {(x9 P) E UI H,(x, P) > HAx, p)}, and a2 = (k P) E Ul H,(x, P) < 
H2(x, P)}, then XLIR,=Xj152, (i= L2). 
1.2. PROPOSITION. The vectorfields X, and X2 have the same normal 
velocity with respect to C, ; i.e., if (x, p) E Z:,, then 
X,(x> P) - Jf&> P) 6 T,,,,,(~,). 
This is proved in [3]. Note that 
0) J-‘dx, P) E T,,,,G) if and only if &(x3 P) E T,,,,(&), 
(ii) X,(x, p)~ T,,Y,,,(C,) if and only if H,(x, p)= H,(x, p) and 
X,(H, - HJx, P) = 0, 
(iii) X,(H, -Hz) = X,(H, -H,) on U. 
We will write C; for the subset of C, where X, and X, have first-order 
contact with Z,, in the sense that: 
z; = {(x, P) E zl I X,(H, - Hz)@, P) = 0, X,(X,(HI - Hz))& P) Z 0, 
X,(X,(H, - Hd)k P) f 01. 
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1.3. PROPOSITION. There exists a subset 2’; of C4:, which is open and 
dense in FE, such that for each L E 2’;: 
(i) Ci is a submanifold of codimension one in ZI (and hence of 
codimension two in T*R”) 
(ii) the projection of 2; on IF along fibres of T*R” has maximal rank 
in an open and dense subset of Cl,. 
Since our main result is independent of the density of 5?;, this part of the 
proof of 1.3 is only sketched. 
Proof. We will first show the existence of an open and dense set 2; of 
Lagrangians in 9-i which satisfy (i). To obtain openness it is sufficient to 
prove that for an open set of Lagrangians L E 9;, the following statement is 
true: 
if (X,p) E Ci and H,, H,, X, and X2 are defined as above on a 
neighbourhood U of (2, p), then the mappings x1, x2, x3 defined by: 
2,: u+lR* has components H, -H,, X,(H, - H,), 
x2: U+R3 has components H, -H,, X,(H, - H2), 
X,(J-,(H, -H2)), 
x3: U-R3 has components H, - H,, X,(H, - H,), 
J',(XAH, -H2)), 
all are transverse to {0} in (2, p). 
Because everything depends continuously on L, it is clear that this is an 
open property. 
To conclude density, note first that the derivative of H, - H, in the tibre 
direction is just ti,(,?, p) - fiz(X, ~7) # 0, so C, is always transverse to tibres. 
Let 3, denote a real-valued function, defined on a neighbourhood V of X in 
R”, with A(X) = 0. We consider a perturbation (L + A): YR” + R, defined on 
7X!” (V by (L + 1)(x, u) = L(x, u) + A(x). Then (L + A) is a Lagrangian with 
corresponding qL + AI (x, p, u) = (p, u) - L(x, u) -A(x). Hence (2, p) is 
also in C, for the perturbed Lagrangian (L + A). Moreover, HCL+ n,(x, p) = 
H,(x, p) - A(x) and the perturbation has no influence on the position of 
C,. Because Z, is transverse to tibres it is sufficient to prove that we can 
get all perturbations in jets of the 8/8p-component of Xi by perturbing jets 
of L with appropriate functions A. But this is clear from the fact that this 
d/ap-component equals 
aH (L+i.) aHL a2 --=-- 
ax ax +Z 
Then a transversality argument gives the existence of 2;: 
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FIGURE 1 
The existence of an open and dense subset 2;: of Lagrangians in P”I;: 
which satisfy (ii) can be obtained in the same way. Finally 2’; = &I-J 9;. 
1.4. DEFINITION. For a Lagrangian L E 2’;“;: we will call a point 
(2, P)E T*R” a type N discontinuity in the Hamiltonian vectorfield 
associated with L if the following four conditions are satisfied: 
0) (2, P)E~,, 
so N,, H,, X, and X, are defined in a neighbourhood U of (2, ,S) in T*R”; 
(ii) X,(H, - H2)(X, p) = 0; 
(iii) X,(X,(H, - H,))(% P) > 0; 
(iv) X2(X2(H, - H,))(% P) < 0. 
If n = 1, a type N discontinuity may look like that which is depicted in 
Fig. 1. 
Now we are able to state the main result. 
1.5. THEOREM. If 9; is the open and dense subset of 9-z mentioned 
above, then for each L E 2;: the following statement is true: 
If (2, p) is a type N discontinuity in the Hamiltonian vector-field associated 
with L, then we can choose x0, x, in R” and a positive number T such that 
the (L, x0, x,, T)-variational problem admits no solution. 
Moreover, x0 and x, can be chosen in small open sets near 2 and T can be 
chosen in a small open set near 0 E R. 
1.6. COROLLARY. Because type N discontinuities occur openly in F;, 
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there exist open sets of variational problems (open in each of the variables L, 
%I, -XI, and T), which admit no solution. 
The proof of this theorem will be given in the next section. The choice of 
x0, -XI, and T in the theorem will be made as follows: 
We consider the relaxed problem, i.e., solutions of variational problems 
defined by Lagrangians L** as described in Section 0. It is known that 
such relaxed variational problems always have a solution, and that a 
solution of an unrelaxed problem is also a solution of the corresponding 
relaxed problem, see, e.g., [4] and [3]. If a parameterized curve x(t) is a 
solution of such a relaxed problem, with corresponding trajectory r(t) = 
(x(t), p(t)) in T*W, then for each value of t the velocity vector v(t) only 
needs to lay in the convex hull of the (possibly more than one) values of 
the Hamiltonian vectorlield in y(r); for instance, if y(t) E Z, then y(t) only 
needs to be contained in co(X,(y(t)), X,(y(t))). For the unrelaxed problem 
it had to be equal to one of them. We will show, that if a type N discon- 
tinuity is present, say in (x, p), a curve y”(t) in Cl, can be found, with the 
property that y”‘(t) E co(X,(g(t)), X,(?(t))) (t E [0, T]). Then, using the con- 
dition that .Z; projects with maximal rank on R” in y”(O), we will show that 
for small enough T the projection rt , y” of 7 on R” (n,: T*R” --f KY denotes 
the canonical projection) is an unique solution of the relaxed (L**, n, 7(O), 
rc, y”( T), T)-problem; it is not a solution of the (L, 71, y”(O), x, 7(T), T)- 
problem. 
Probably, type N discontinuities are the only ones with this property; 
actually if n = 1 they are: [3]. 
CONJECTURE. There exists an open and dense subset CX; in 9;;: such 
that for each L E -X;: the following holds: 
If there is no type N discontinuity in the Hamiltonian vectorlield 
associated with L, then for each x0, x, in R” and T > 0, the (L, x0, x, , T)- 
variational problem admits a solution. 
An example of a type N discontinuity on T*R” (n > 2): let L: TR” + 174 
be defined by 
L(x, 2.4) = 
if u,B -+u, --5x, --a 
+:+&,+X,+2)2+~(u2+1)2+~U~+ ... +$4; 
if uZ< -$-5x,-+; 
this L is not smooth at u2 = -$u, -3x, -j but these points have no 
influence on the Legendre transformed H. On a neighbourhood of 
OET*R”, His the maximum of H,(x,p)=tpT+ ... +$p;-ix:-p,x,+ 
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p1 + p2 and H,(x, p) = $p: + ... + ipi - &XT - plx, -2p, - p2; because 
H, - H2 = 3p, + 2p2, C, is given by 3p, + 2p2 = 0; furthermore 
x,(J,P)=(P,-x,+l)~+(P2+1)~+ f &+Jr,+p,)$ 
1 2 is3 8x1 I 
xi(x~P)=(pI-x,-2)~+(P2-l)~+ f J$-+(xj+P,)$ 
I I2 ;=3 a-x, 1 
this gives 
X,(H, -H2)=3(x, +P1)l 
J-,(Xl(H, - H2)) = 6~1 + 3, 
X,(X,(H, - H2)) = k,- 6, 
so OE T*R” is a type N discontinuity. 
Note that in this example, the curve y”(t)= (0, +t, 0 ,..., 0), t E [0, l] 
satisfies: 
(i) lm(NEz:, 
(ii) y”‘(t) = @,(7(t)) + $Y2(y”(t))eco(XI(jj(t)), X,(7(t))) for each 
tE [O, 11. 
For small enough T> 0 the variational problem determined by x0 = 
(0 ,..., 0) E R”, x, = (0, fT, 0 ,..., 0) E R” and T possesses no solution by 1.5. Yet 
FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
there exist trajectories of the Hamiltonian vectorfield which project on cur- 
ves, nearly connecting x0 with x, spending time T. Such an “almost 
minimizing” curve is depicted in Fig. 2: for a small value of T, say f, the 
corresponding point J?~ is indicated; x,(t) is an “almost minimizing” curve 
for the (L, x0, ii, F)-problem. It is the projection of a trajectory (defined 
on [0, f]) of the Hamiltonian vectorlield. The first part of x,(t) is deter- 
mined by X,, the second part by X,. 
However, all of these “almost minimizing” curves will appear to have 
their endpoint outside a parabolic sector around Im(n, 7) as drawn in 
Fig. 2. It is the existence of curves like x,, that makes the proof of 
Theorem 1.5 more complicated than it was in the case where n = 1, see [3]. 
Finally, to get an idea of possible “practical” situations in which these 
type N discontinuities may occur, imagine a sayling-yacht on a river, with 
the direction of the wind parallel to the river. 
Suppose one wants to sail in minimal time from A to B, where A and B 
are points in the middle of the river, such that the direction determined by 
the line segment AB is opposite to the direction of the wind. If there is no 
current, then there exist minimizing routes (not unique), consisting of 
broken lines, each segment of which makes a certain angle _+ 8 with the line 
segment AB (see Fig. 3). For a more detailed description of this see [S, 
pp. 200, 2011 and [ 10, pp. 156, 1571. But if the river is flowing such that 
the current is directed from A to B and strongest in the middle of the river 
then there exists no minimizing route from A to B: since the current is 
stronger in the middle it is advantageous to change ones tack near the mid- 
dle of the river. In the limit we follow the middle, but that is not optimal. If 
this problem is translated into a variational problem a type N discontinuity 
occurs: the line segment AB appears to be the solution of the 
corresponding relaxed problem, it is no solution of the original one. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In this section we will assume that (X, p) E Ci c T*W is a type N discon- 
tinuity of a Lagrangian L E 9;. As in Section 1 we obtain in a 
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neighbourhood U of (X, p) two mappings z?,(x, p), 6,(x, p) with the 
property that x(x, p, .) possesses a local maximum in z&(x, p) (i= 1, 2); 
the maximum &(x, p) is global if (x, p) E Qin U. Both of the functions 
Hi(x, p) = x(x, p, z&(x, p)) define a Hamiltonian vectorlield Xi on U. A 
discontinuous vectorlield X is defined on U by XI R, = Xi. This vectorfield is 
not uniquely defined on Z, n U, but trajectories are defined in the obvious 
way, as described in Section 1, and these do satisfy the optimality condition 
(t) of Section 1 for almost every t. Each parametrized curve x(l): 
[0, T] --f 54” which is a minimum for the (L, x(O), x(T), T)-variational 
problem is necessarily the projection of a trajectory y(t): [0, T] -+ T*R” of 
the vectortield X. We will also assume, that the canonical projection 
rc, lz;: C; + R” has maximal rank on L’{ n U. 
Now we construct the parametrized curves 7, mentioned in Section 2, for 
which the (L, x1 y”(O), rc, f( T), T)-problem admits no solution. If U is chosen 
small enough, the function X,(X,(H, - H,)) is strictly positive on U, also 
X,(X2( H, - Hz)) may be assumed strictly negative. There exist (unique) 
functions AI, 1, on U, such that (i) i,, L2 are strictly positive, (ii) 
3,, + & = 1, (iii) 1, X,(X,(H, -Hz)) + l,X,(X,(H, - H2)) CO. Define the 
vectortield V on U by I’= i, X, + 12Xz; then the function X,(H, - Hz) is 
constant on trajectories of I’, and V is tangent to Z;. Hence orbits 7 
of V, contained in Cl, satisfy the conditions: Im 7~ Ci and F’(t) E 
c~:x,w)~ &MN). 
2.1. DEFINITION. For a trajectory p of V in Cl, and for positive T, we 
will call a trajectory y: [O, T] + T*R” of X a (T, F)-connecting orbit, if 
rc,~(O)=n,y”(O) and n,~(T)=n,y”(T). 
First, we will prove a local version of Theorem 1.5; before stating this we 
furnish a neighbourhood of X in R” with the standard metric, induced by 
the (fixed) coordinates x1 ,..., x,, on KY’. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. There exist a neighbourhood U0 c U of (X, p) in T*R” 
and a positive number T,,, such that ,for each TE (0, T,) and for the trajec- 
tory 7: [0, T] -+ Cf of V in U,, with y”(0) = (X, p) there is no (T, jj)-con- 
netting orbit in UO. Moreover, there exists a positive number TV, only 
depending on L E .Y’;, U0 and T,, such that for each TE (0, T,) and y” as 
above the following holds: 
Each trajectory y: [0, T] -+ T*R” of X with 7c1 y(O) =x,?(O) =X satisfies 
II~IY(T)-~~Y”(T)I/ %,T2. 
To prove Proposition 2.2 we need some lemmas; from now on 7 will 
denote the fixed trajectory of V in C;, with y”(0) = (X, p). 
2.3. LEMMA. There exists a neighbourhood U, c U of (2, p) in T*W 
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with the following property: if y: [0, T] --t T*W is a (T, y)-connecting orbit 
in U,, then y must intersect Z, 
Proof. Choose disjoint convex neighbourhoods R, , R,, R, in T,cW” 
around &,(I, p), r&(X, j) and A,(%, p) ti,(X, ~5) + i,(X, ~7) tiJ.2, p), respec- 
tively. Then there exists a neighbourhood U, of (2, p) such that: 
(i) for each (x, p) E U,, G,(x, p) is after parallel transport to T,[w” 
contained in R, (i = 1,2); 
(ii) for each (x, p) E U, nZ{, 4(x, P) cl(x, PI + 4(x, PI 4(x, P) is, 
after parallel transport to T.? R” contained in R,. 
This neighbourhood U, clearly satisfies the condition in the lemma. 
We will use the standard distance d on T.T[W” and T,IW” induced by the 
standard inner product with respect to the coordinates {p, ,..., p,} and 
b , ,.*., u,}, respectively. 
2.4. LEMMA. There exists a neighbourhood Uz c U, qf (x, ji), with the 
following properties: 
(i) each orbit of X( u2 intersects C, n Uz at most once; 
(ii) for each p E T~lW’, such that the positive orbit qf (X, p) under X) Ijz 
intersects C, , we have 
d(p, C, n TZIW”) < a[d(p, C’, n T.TW)]2 < (r (Ip- ,ilj*. 
Here rzr is some positive constant, independent of the choice qf’p E U, n T.:FY. 
Proof: (i) We already made the assumption that on U, c U both 
functions X,(X,(H, - H2)) and X,(X,(H, - H,)) have a fixed sign 
(positive and negative, respectively). Now consider an orbit y(t) of XI u, 
which intersects C, in some point ct. We may assume c1= y(O). Then three 
possibilities can be distinguished: those where X,(H, - H2)(tl) is positive, 
negative or zero. 
(A) X,(H, - H,)(a) > 0: in this case M is a point of C, where the 
flow of X goes out of Sz, into Sz, . Hence the positive orbit of CI is deter- 
mined by X, until the first zero of (H, - H,) G 7. Now such a zero does not 
occur as long as y stays in U, because (H, - H,)(y(O))=O, 
f (H, - H&y(t)) = X,tH, - H2)(@) > 0, t-0 _ 
~(H,-H,)(Y~~))=X,(X,(H,-H,))>O. 
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This shows that the positive orbit of CI under XI U, does not intersect C, . In 
the same way, the negative orbit of a does not intersect L’,, because it is 
determined by X, and 
$ (HI - ffJ(y(l)) = X,(ff, - ffd(a) = X,(H, - HAa) > 0, 
r-0 
_ 
-$ (HI - fJ,)Mf)) = Jf,(X*(H, - ff*)) < 0. 
(B) X,(HI - Hz)(a) ~0: this case can be treated as (A). 
(C) X1(HI - Hz)(a) = 0: here the orbit of a in U, is not unique: there 
are two smooth orbits, one contained in clos(D,)n U,, the other in 
clos(0,) n u, ; also these two smooth orbits, together constitute two 
broken ones (cf. Fig. 1). However, on each of the parts of these orbits again 
the same arguments apply. 
(ii) For the second part of the lemma, let Ai denote the union of all 
orbits under Xi ( U, of points in Cl (i = 1,2). Then each Ai is a smooth 
(2n - 1 )-dimensional submanifold of U,, tangent to L’, in L’{ ; observe that 
each Ai is contained in clos(Q;) n U, (i= 1,2) and that A, n A2 = L’; n U,. 
Now A, u A2 divides U, in four disjoint parts B, ,..., B, which are invariant 
under the flow of X. The only orbits of X, which intersect C, are in those 
Bi, say B,, B, for which Bin C, # 0. Then for small enough ZJ2 c U, there 
exists a 6 > 0 such that 
(X, p) E (B, u B,) n U, * d(p, Z;, n T.zIW”) < o[d(p, L’I, n 7’~lW’)]2; 
this gives the first inequality. The second one is clear from the fact that 
(X, P)EC’1. 
For proving Proposition 2.2 it is thus sufficient to consider orbits y of 
one of the following two types: 
(i) y starts in Q,, intersects C, in a poirlr -x with X,(H, - H,)(a)<0 
and terminates in Q,; 
(ii) y starts in Q2,, intersects 2, in a point -1 with X,(H, -H,)(a) 2 0 . 
and terminates in 52,. 
Because the orbits of type (i) are of type (ii) if 6, and li, are 
interchanged, we will only prove the impossibility of (T, J)-connecting 
orbits which are of type (ii). To this end, we define a vectorfield v on U2 
by 
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i.e., P is just the vectorfield V above, with the i:s kept constant; we will 
write Ai= 1,(X, p) (i= 1, 2). Furthermore VE T,R” denotes Dn,(.%, p) 
(r(X, ~5)) which equals A, li,(X, p) + A,&(.?, ~7). Now the map 
denoted by @, is a local diffeomorphism 
its derivative in p is l,(~2H,/@2)(.%, P)+&(8*H2/8p2)(.& p), which is a 
convex combination of symmetric matrices, both with positive eigenvalues. 
Because of the restriction we made, to consider only orbits starting in Sz, 
and terminating in Q, , it will prove to be sufficient to consider the image 
under Q, of that part of L’, n T,TR” where Xi(H, - H2) is not less than zero. 
We will write <i, c: for C, n T,zR”, Z’, n T.zW, respectively; the part of c, 
given by {p E C, 1 X,(H, - H2)(X, p) 3 0} will be denoted T{. Its image can 
(locally) be described as follows: @(c,) contains @(fi) as a codimension 
one submanifold (see Fig. 4). 
Choose n* E T,(ef), i.e., in the part of T,(e,) determined by E;, such 
that Iln*ll = 1 and PZ* I T&f;). Note that the vector 
from now on denoted by fi, considered as an element of Tp(T,TW) is 
orthogonal to T,(z:,): this is true because grad((H, - H2) I .tRB”)(X, fl) = 
6,(X, p) - c2(X, ~5). This gives n* 1 fi, Z I T,(f’,). 
We will also use the fact that fi is transverse to T,(Im @ It,): in fact, sup- 
pose fi E T,(Im @ I z:, ), then @; ‘(~7) E TJC,), which is impossible because 
@* has a symmetric matrix with positive eigenvalues, so @; ’ has these 
same properties, which imply: (fi, @; ‘(ti)) > 0. 
T;(R”) 
FIGURE 4 
T,(W) T qx,P)-d$x,P) 
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Analogous arguments give that @*(n*) is transverse to 
span{& T,(Im @lZt)}: suppose @*(n*) E span{& T,(Im @I $)}, then 
n* E span(@;‘(fi), T,(e;)} which is impossible. 
Hence there exists a unique vector n, E T,(T,R”) such that: 
n, I T,(Im @lz;), n* Ifi, IJn.J = 1 and (n,, @,(n*)) >O. 
2.5. Remark. Because (n,, @,(n*)) is positive, we obtain for PEG,, 
~~~~~p~-~~~,~=~~g~~~~~~~~,-~,~I.~.~~~,P~,~-P~+~~ll~-~ll~~ 
= uX,(H, - H2)(% P) + WIIP- Pll’h 
for some positive constant a. The meaning of the symbol O( .) here, and in 
the sequel, is defined by the following: f(y) = g(y) + O( Ily - j/l k, if and 
only if (f(y) - g( y ))/I1 y - jll k is bounded in some open neighbourhood of 
Y. 
In the following, for each vectorlield Y, Y, will denote the time 6 integral 
of Y. 
Note that because of the presence of a metric on T*R” (the standard one 
induced by the coordinates {xi,..., x,, pl,..., pn}) we may consider each 
vector field Y on T*R” as a mapping Y: T*R” + R*“; hence for two vector- 
fields Y,, Y, on T*R”, DY,(x, p) Y,(x, p) is a well defined vector in lQ*“r 
T,,, ,,(T*R”), it is just the covariant derivative of Y, in the direction 
Y2(4 P) in (x, P). 
Now the proof of Proposition 2.2 follows from the next observations (to 
be proved in the Appendix). 
2.6. LEMMA. There exist three smooth [W*“-valued functions k, on 
T,Tlw” x [0, 11 x [0, 11, k, and k3 on Tz[w”, such that for each (X, p) E TZIW”, 
6~[0, l] andX,E[O, l] thefollowing holds: ifS,=x,S, 82=6-6, then 
+4A, 4 IIP-Pll 
( 
DX,(% P)-DX2(% PI 
( 
6 PI - (-f, P) 
IIP-PII ) 
Here [X, , X2] denotes the Lie product of X, and A’,. 
409!114 I-10 
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2.7. LEMMA. There exists a positive number 6, and a neighbourhood 
U, c U2 of (X, ji) and positive constants p,, f12 such that for each 6 E (0, 6,) 
the following holds: [f y is a (6, y)-connecting orbit which is contained in CT, 
with y(O) = (X, p) and which is of type (ii) (i.e., it starts in Q2 and terminates 
in Q,), and tf”S, is such that y(&)~2, n U3 (so y remains during time 6, in 
0, and during time 6, =6-6, in Q,), then the number x, =6,/c? satisfies 
IA, -x,1 </?,S, and, under these assumptions Ilp-pl( </126. 
2.8. LEMMA. Using the identification of T,TR”z TJ T$l%“), with 
T,? R” z T,-( T, W) we have 
2.9. LEMMA. If n, E T,( T, W) is the vector introduced above, then 
(grad(Xl(Hl - H2) I T;wnK% PL n, > > 0. 
The proof of Proposition 2.2: 
Assume U,, 6,, /?, , and p2 to be chosen according to Lemma 2.7. Now 
suppose (3, p)~ U, n T.zR”, such that a (6, y)-connecting orbit starts in 
(X, p). We will show that this leads to a contradiction for small enough 6. 
Let, for some fixed 6 < &,, 6,) 6,, x1 be as in Lemma 2.7. 
We compare nr((X,),,(X,),,(X, p)) with rr,( Vs(X, ~3)) by computing the 
inner product of their difference with the vector n,: 
(=) (nl(Wl)a,(X2)s,(% P)-~~(~,(% P)). a,> 
+ (n,( m, P)) - n,( k(f, P)), n* > 
f (n,( PAX PI) - nl(~,(K PI), n, > 
By Lemma 2.6 and the facts that 
(i) Drc,(X, p)(X,(X, jj) -X,(X, J?)) = ti,(X, p) - z&(X, p) which is 
orthogonal to n,, 
(ii) [A1 -X,1 <fl, 6 implies l&-x21 </?,6 and In:-n:l <2/I,& 
~~~J,-x,x,I <2fl,6, 1+X:( <2/l,& 
the first term on the right-hand side of (0 ) is not less than 
81P2~3~~tP)-4~,~2~2(~~,(X, P)(CX,, X21(-C Is)), n,> 
+B163R,+~3k”l(P,s,X1)+P,82631;2(P)+PZ~3~3(P), 
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where E,, k”r , &, and k”s are smooth functions of their arguments and E, is 
a constant. 
By Remark 2.5, the second term on the right-hand side of (0 ) equals 
6(@(% PI - 6 n* > + a2 IIP - PII k”,(P) 
= a6X,(H, - H,)(% P) + 6 IIP - alI’ k,(J, PI + d2 IIP - Pll k”,(P), 
where t& and k”7 are smooth functions of their arguments. 
The third term is c?~E,(~) where E, is a smooth function of 6, because 
first, 
$ _ iqx, p) = V((x, p)= V(X, p) = $ _ vs.% Is). 
l-0 I-O 
Second, after omission of arguments, 
iz 2 v&f, p) = DB( 8)= qDx,(x,) 
f-0 
~ 
+ 1, J2(DX,(X,) + DX,(X,)) + ~:DX,(X,), 
while 
d* 
z- 
v,(~,p)=Dv(v)=(D~,~,)x,+(D”~,)x,+D8(8). 
f-0 
Here D,ii denotes the directional derivative of the function lli in the direc- 
tion u. Because D,A, + D,12 = 0, the difference 
equals (D, A, )(X1 - X2) which is, after projection, orthogonal to n, . 
Hence, using Lemma 2.8, we have for small enough 6, say 6 < To, 
2 $I,i,6*(grad(X,(H, - H2) I T:wn)(X, p), n, > + cdX,(H, - H2)(X, ,?I. 
By Lemma 2.9 and the fact that we restricted to type (ii) orbits (on which 
X,(H, - H,) b 0) this is always positive for positive 6, which is a contradic- 
tion with the assumption that (x, p) is the starting point of a (6, p)-con- 
netting orbit. 
2.10. COROLLARY. If (X, p) and 7 are as in Proposition 2.2, then there 
exist positive numbers p1 and T, with the following property: 
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If 0 < T-C T,, IIp - PII < p, then there exists no (T, 9)-connecting orbit 
which starts in (2, p). 
Proof For U,, T, as in Proposition 2.2 there exist positive numbers ~1, 
and T, 6 T,, such that for each (X, p) E TTR” with lip- pii <p,, the 
positive orbit (X, p) under X remains in U0 during time T, . These numbers 
pr and T, possess the desired property. 
To prove the first statement in Theorem 1.5 we must still find a positive 
number T, with the property, that for each T, with 0 < T< T, and for each 
(X, p) E T.z[w” with IIp - pII > p, there exists no (T, jj)-connecting orbit 
which starts in (2, p), and which is, after projection on KY, a minimum for 
the (L, rcr y(O), rcrjj( T), T)-variational problem. This will be done in two 
steps: at first we will find a T, with the desired properties for very large 
JIp - ~711 (or, equivalently for very large lIpI/), after that the remaining inter- 
jacent values of lip - PII will be handled. 
2.11. LEMMA. For each positive E, there exists a positive 6, such that for 
each T with 0 < T-C 6 the following holds: $xc(t) (0 6 t 6 T) is a solution of 
the (L, 7~~ y’(O), 7c, y’( T), T)-variational problem, then 11x,(t) - XII < E for each 
tE [0, T-J. 
Proof (Essentially Lemma 5.3 in [3]). Recall that for each (x, U) E TKY’ 
we have L(x, U) z h( llu\l) where h is a function on iw+, with the property 
lim I+ m h( t)/t = co. Because of this last property, there exists a positive 
number k,, such that 
t>,k,=>h(t)>t; 
this implies: t < k, + h(t) for each t E Iw+. 
Another positive number k, is defined by: 
kz=OEyT, IUn:,y”(t), (~,Y”)‘(t))l (T, as in 2.10). . . 
Now for fixed TE [0, T,], assume that x,(t), t E [0, T] is a solution of the 
(L, z1 y(O), 7r1 y( T), T)-problem; then 
s ,r IlJi-,(t)ll dt+, +WL4t)ll) dt<k, T+@4I), k(t))dt 0 
6k,T+ j%(a,jj(t), (n,~)‘(t))dtQk,T+jTk,dt=(k, +k,) T. 
0 0 
Thus for each E > 0 as in the statement of the lemma, we can choose 
6=e(kl +k,)-‘. 
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2.12. LEMMA. Fix some positive E. There exists a positive number M,, 
such that for 6, k,, kz as in Lemma 2.11 we have: 
For each (2, p) E T,TR” with ilpll 2 M,, the trajectory y of X, with 
y(O) = (X, p) satisfies Ili(y(t))ll > k, + k,, as long as t G6 and 
ILwt)) - XII d 6. 
Proof: There exists a number M, such that for IIx - XII < E, IlpII > M, 
we have Ila(x, p)II > k, + k,. Consider A c T*R”, defined by 
A = {(x, PIE T*R”I lb-XII 6~ llpll Of,}. 
Now the union A” of all compact trajectories defined on [ -6,O] under X 
of points in A is given by 
A” = {(x’, p’) E T*R” 13 E [0,6] such that X,(X’, p’) E A }. 
Because A” is compact, A” n T,TR” is also compact, and hence A” n T.:[w” is 
contained in {(X, p) E T.$[w” I llpll < M, } for some positive M, . This num- 
ber M, has the desired properties. 
2.13. COROLLARY. If E, 6, M, are as in Lemma 2.12, then we have: 
For each T, with 0 < T< 6 and for each (X, p) E TZR” with llpll > M,, no 
orbit y of X through the point (X, p) gives, after projection on R”, a solution 
for the (L, n, y(O), rt, 7(T), T)-variational problem. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.12, on such an orbit ll(n,y)‘(t)ll > k, + k,, so 
fi Il(nly)‘(t)ll dt > (k, + k2) T, or, in other words, the length of n,y(t), 
t E [0, T] is not less than (k, + k2) T. But we know from Lemma 2.11 that 
the length of a possible solution of the (L, zII y”(O), rc, y”(T), T)-problem must 
be strictly less than (k, + k,) T which is a contradiction. 
Because each possible solution of such a (L, z, y(O), ?I, y”( T), T)-problem 
must be the projection of a trajectory of X, the proof of the first statement 
in Theorem 1.5 is complete, if we have 
2.14. LEMMA. For p 1 as in 2.10, M, as in 2.13 there exists a positive 
number TX with the property: 
For each T, with 0 < Tc TX; (X, p) E T~IR” with p, < /Jp - pll GM, + ilpll 
there exists no (T, y)-connecting orbit, which starts in (2, p). 
This proves the first part of Theorem 1.5: if we take for T in the 
statement of 1.5 some positive number, less than max{ T,, T,, S}, where 6 
is obtained from Corollary 2.13, T, from 2.10, then T, works for very small 
Ilp --@II, 6 for very large lip-p/l and T3 for interjacent values of [Ip - pII. 
To prove Lemma 2.14 we need the following observation: 
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2.15. Remark. The real-valued function f,.(A), 3. E [w+, which is defined 
for v E T.TIw”, v # 0, as 
f,,(A) = (22(x, p + Au) - qx, p), v), 
is increasing on [w +. 
Note that this function is not uniquely defined for each 1, but the 
statement holds for each possible choice of f,(l). 
Proof: Fix 1, < 1, and choices li, = a(.?, p + 1, v) and ti, = C(X, p + &v), 
where X(X, p + A, u, .) and X(X, ~7 + i,o, .), respectively, attain a global 
maximum. Then for u E T, KY: 
and 
Hence 
and 
L(X, u)>L(X, z-i,)+ (p+&zl, u-22,). 
L(i, &)>L(X, ii,)+ (p+rl,v, 22-22,) 
L(X, li,)bL(.f, li*)+ (p+l,v, 6, -&). 
This implies 
L(X, &)>,L(X, Liz)+ (p+A,v, 22,-a,>+ (p+&v, li,-ti,), 
so 
(v, ti,> B (0, Li2) and (v, ii, -a(% P)>< (v, zi,-qx, P)), 
which proves the remark. 
Proof of Lemma 2.14. First, observe the existence of a positive number 
CQ, for which: (ti(X, p) - fi(X, p), p - p) >, CI~ if l/p - pll z pr, where the 
mequality holds for each possible choice of fi(X, p) if ti(.i& p) is not unique. 
In fact, for p near p and p, small enough, we may choose CL~ =ipfp where p 
is the smallest eigenvalue of the matrices (%,/@)(X, p) = (a2Hi/+‘)(Z, p). 
Then by considering rays, starting in p, and by using the fact that all 
functions f"(l) in Remark 2.15 are increasing, one sees that this LYE satisfies 
the condition. 
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Now we will show the existence of a positive number E, , such that 
for each choice of G(x, p’) and ti(X, p). 
To this end, note that for an arbitrary aO, 
B= ((4 PIE T*R”I IL-4 <%> PI -EoG IIP-Pll GM, + IIPIII 
contains finitely many open parts (Q;} iE, such that B= Uie( clos(O,), and 
for (x, p) E R,, X(x, p, -) possesses a unique nondegenerate maximum 
tii(x, p). Furthermore each zi, is defined on 52, as a smooth function of 
(x, p), as is shown in Section 1. Even, on each 52,, tii depends uniformly 
continuous on (x, p) EQ,; in fact tii can be continuously defined on the 
bounded set clos(~,) if we allow each ti, to attain more than one value on 
clos(Q,)\Q,. Because of this uniformly continuous dependence and the fact 
that each choice of 6(x, p’) can be obtained as t;(x, p’) = lim,,,, z&(x, p) 
for some choice of i E Z, this gives the existence of sr above. 
There exists a positive number T;, such that for each (X, p) E T,TR” with 
p1 6 lip- PI/ 6 M, + /IpI/, the trajectory ‘J of X with y(0) = (X, p) satisfies 
Ilx(y(t))--211 <E,; lIp(y(t))-pll <E, for each t E [0, T;]. Thus, for such a 
trajectory y: ($y(t)) - t;(X, p), p - ~7) >, $a, for t E [IO, T;]. This implies 
the existence of a positive T, d T; such that (i(y(t)) - a(T(t)), p - ~7) 2 
itlo if t E [0, T3]. Clearly now T, satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.14. The 
lemma, and hence also the first part of Theorem 1.5, is proved. 
To see the last statement of Theorem 1.5, note that for each fixed choice 
of T’ < max { T, , T,, S}, as in the remark which follows after the statement 
of Lemma 2.14, there exist open sets W, around p( T’) and W, around T’ 
such that for each X, E W,, TE W, the (L, X, x1, T)-problem admits no 
solution. Finally, by continuity and the last statement of Proposition 2.2 
there exists an open set W,, around X, such that for each x0 E W,,, x, E W, , 
TE W, the (L, x0, x, T)-variational problem possesses no solution. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. 
B,(X, p) = (2, p) + sQ(x, p) + +mV(i, p) V((x, p) + O(S3) 
= (X, P) + A, 6X,(% P) + A, 6X2(% p) 
+t~2(w,& +22x2)(% P)(llX, +,42x2)(% p))+ O(b3) 
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= (X, p) + I”, 6X,(X, p) + a, 6X,(X, p) 
+ ffi2{ n:DX,(x, p)X,(X, p) 
+ ~,J”A~X,(% P) X*(-f, PI + ~X,(-f, P) X,(% PI) 
+ WX,(% P) X,(-f, p,} + W3). 
Hence because everything depends smoothly on p and 6, where 6 even 
might be chosen in an interval which contains 0 as an interior point, there 
exists a function I, on T.~[w” x [0, 11, with values in R2n, such that 
w, P) = (2, P) + Jb, 6X,(X, p) + & 6X,(X, P) 
+ t62{q&G, PI X,(X, P) 
+ 4~2(DJ-,(% PI X2(-% P) + DX,(Jf, PI X,(X, PI) 
+ WX,(% PI X,(X PI> + b34(P, 6). 
In the same way 
(X,h,(-f, PI = (X P) + 62J-,(K P) + W~,(~, P) X,(X, p) + 63L2(P, 44 1 
for some smooth R*” valued function I2 on 7’~lJY x [0, 1] x [0, 11, 
m,,(x2)&> P) = (2, P) + 62X,(% P) + +w~2(.f, P) X2@, P) 
+6,x,((% p)+152X2(% p)+ ...) 
+#DX,((i, p)+ . ..)X.((X, p)+ ...)-t ... 
= (-c P) + 6, X,(X P) + 62Jf,(% P) 
+ ww% P) X,(X, P) 
+ 6,62DX,(% P) X2(% P) 
+ WX,(f, PI X2(X, p) + 63/3(P, 6, X,), 
where 1, is a smooth function. 
This gives 
th PI - (Xl L5,(x2),,(% PI 
=(~,~-~,)X,(~,P)+(~26-62)Xz(X,p) 
+ #‘a: - s:, DX,(X, p) X,(X, p) 
+ ~~2w2(~x2G, P) X,(X, p) - DX,(X, p) DX,(X, p)) 
+(62a1~2-~1~2)Dx,G, P)X,(K P) 
+ W’4 - 6:) DX,(K P) X,(X, p) + d3L(p, 6, x, ), 
whereI,(p,6,;l.,)=l,(p,6)-(,(p,6,X,). 
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Because DX2X, - DX, X, = [X, , X,], and because A, 6 - 6, + 
&6-d2=0, this can be written as 
Expanding the right-hand side of this equation in powers of p, gives 
Lemma 2.6. 
Proof of Lemma 2.7. Choose an open neighbourhood U3 c U, of (2, p) 
with the following property: 
If p E T,TR”n U3 n 52, is such that the positive orbit of (X, p) under X 
intersects C,, then @j(p) - 0 is linearly independent of ti,(X, p) -6*(X, p). 
Such a choice is possible by the following observations: 
(i) the image of T’-&~:,) under Q,(p) is linearly independent of 
i,(% a - 22(X P), 
(ii) the estimate in Lemma 2.4. 
Now consider for a fixed p E T.FW n U3 n Q,, such that the positive orbit 
under X intersects C,, the function cp defined by 
Again 6, = x,6, 6, = 6 - 6,. Recall that V is the vectorfield defined in the 
beginning of this section, which is tangent to .Z;. 
Because 
there exists a smooth function I, of 6 and I,, with values in IWZn, such that: 
(P(4 L)=q(J, -mm P)-h(X, p))+@(p)-6) +d21,(6, %I. 
Now if 
mp = x,y$, ll(4 - &)@A% P) - ~,(-f, ~1) + Q(P) - 41 
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Or, in other words, if 0 < 6 < m,/2M then there exists no (6, y)-con- 
netting orbit which starts in (x, p). 
NOW p will be allowed to vary; to this end, note that there exists a 
positive constant /Yi, such that (after possibly chasing U3 smaller): 
If p E rzR”n U3 nQ2, is such that the positive orbit of (X, p) under X 
intersects Z,, then mp 2 pi IIp - pll. 
This is because of the positive angle between G(p) - v and 6,(x, p) - 
ti2(X, p), and the fact that II@(p) - VII > p;’ I(p - p/l for some positive /I;. We 
conclude: 
If 6 and p satisfy 0 < 6 < (P’J2M) \Ip - pll then there exists no (6, y)-con- 
netting orbit which starts in (x, p). 
Or, equivalently: 
If there exists some (6, y)-connecting orbit which starts in (x, p) E 
Tz[W”nU,nQ2,, then l/p--p11 <(2M/jYi)6. 
This gives the last statement of Lemma 2.7: choose /Iz = 2M/p’, . To prove 
the first part, we observe that lIpI\ is uniformly bounded on U,. Hence 
there exists a positive number 0; with the property: 
If there exists some (6, p)-connecting orbit 7 which starts in (X, p) E 
U3nQ2, 6 >O, then Im(y) is contained in the neighbourhood {(x, p) E 
T*R” / 11(x, p) - (X, p)ll < p;S} of (X, ij); this neighbourhood will be 
denoted B( (X, p), fi;S). 
To complete the proof of Lemma 2.7, it is sufficient to prove that for a 
(6, F)-connecting orbit y in B((Z, p), s)(c>O) the number 1, = 6,/6 (where 
6 1 denotes the time which is spent in Q1 by y) satisfies 112, - 2, /I < f13e for 
some positive /13, if E is chosen small enough. 
To this end, we assume that for each (x, p) E B( (3, p), E) Ci(x, p) is con- 
tained in a neighbourhood R, of fi,(X, p) in T,R”, and that for each 
(x,P)EB((& P),e)nC;, Dr~~(x,p)(V(x,p)) is contained in a 
neighbourhood R, of i,li,(X, p)+ I,ti,(X, @) in T,W. Also assume that 
diam Rid&, = ICE. 
We already have V= I, ti,(X, j) + &&(X, p). Now a (6, y)-connecting 
orbit in B((.zc, p), E) possesses an average velocity v, which can be written 
~=A~~+P~u~; P~+P~=~; P~,P~>O, where llv-fill <Q, IIG-uill <cl 
(i'= 1, 2). Hence 
so 
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or 
The right-hand side of the last inequality is less than p3&, for some positive 
f13. Lemma 2.7 is proved. 
Proof of Lemma 2.8. X, is a vectorlield with components (aHJap, 
- aHJax). This gives 
= 
so 
ax ap 
a2H2 -- 
, ax2 
d2H, 
ap’ 
a2H2 -- 
ax ap 1 
aH, 
aff, -- 
ax 
d2H, 
ax ap ) t- - a2H, -- ax2 
a2H, 
ap’ 
d2H, -- 
ax ap )i 
BH, 
ap 
7 
aH, ’ -- 
ax 
(Dn,(% P))(CX, > X21(% PII 
a2H2 aH, a2H2 aH, =--- 
ax ap ap ?pdx- 
a2H, aH, + a2H, dH, -- 
ax ap ap T&VT 
where all derivatives are calculated in (X, p), 
On the other hand 
X,(H,--H,)=X,(--H,)= (X,, -grad Hz) 
graW,W, - H2) I T:Rn)(% PI 
a2H, aH, d2H2 aH, a2H, dH, d2H2 aH, 
=---+$2-T-- -- 
ap ax ap ax ax ap ap 
Proof of Lemma 2.9. Recall that n,, n*, ri were unit vectors, chosen in 
such a way that 
n I T&z’,); ii ifi T,(Im @I j-,), 
n* E T&T,); n* I q&q); (n*, grad(X,(H, - H2)l T;Rn)(-f, PI) >O, 
n, I n; n, I T,(Im @IS;); <n*, @*(n*)> >o. 
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To give a proof of 2.9, we fix an orthonormal basis p ,,..., p,, z of r,(e;), 
and an orientation (Or) on T,( T,zP) E T,( T-T R”) (Or = du, A . A du, 2 
dp, A ... A dp,). We may assume that 
Orb , ,..., p, *, n*, ii) > 0. (1) 
Denote grad(X,(H, - H,) 1 .fRn)(X, p) by w, then because (n*, w) > 0 and 
w 1 span{p,,..., P,.. 2 1, w=e,n*+0,fi with H,>O, so 
Wp, ,..., pn-2, w, fi)>O. (2) 
We will show later that 
W@,p, ,..., @*pn 2, w, q>o. 
Furthermore we obtain from (1 ), that 
(3) 
Orb,,..., P,, 2r n*, @* ‘(fi)) > 0 (4) 
by noting Qp, ‘(fi)=O,Emod span(p, ,..., pnP2, n*} with 0,>0. (Here, 
and in the sequel, this means aj*- ‘(2) = tl,ii+m, where mEspan{p, ,..., 
pnPz, n*>. Hence, because @J* preserves the orientation, 
W@,p, ,..., @*Pn ~2, @*(n*LwO. (5) 
Now if @,(n*)=B,n, modspan(@,p ,,..., QP,pnP2,ti); then #,>O, 
because (@‘,(n*), n,) >O; thus (5) gives 
Or(@,p,,..., @*pn~- 2, n,, fi)>O. (6) 
Let 8, be determined by w = 8,n, mod span{@,p ,,..., @*pnem2, fi}; then 
W@,p, ,..., @*pnw2, w,fi)=8,0r(QP,p ,,..., @*pnm2,n*,ii). With (3) and 
(6), this implies ti5 >O, so (n,, w) > 0, which must be proved. 
We still have to prove (3) or equivalently 
Suppose 
Orb, ,..., P,, >, @;l(wj), @* ‘(fill> 0. 
Then Or(p, ,..., ~~-2, @;‘(w), @;‘(fi))=(~6~,-WM Orb,,..., pnp2, w, fi), 
SO by (2), we have to prove: 06B, - $,e8 > 0. Consider the subspaces E, = 
span{w,ii}, E,=span{p ,,..., pn- 2> of T,( T$!Y), then T,(TZR”) is the 
orthogonal direct sum of E, with E,. Let x: E, @ E, + E, denote the 
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canonical projection; then proving that Q6&, - 0708 is positive, is 
equivalent with proving that the linear map ~0 (@;I Is): E, -+ E, has a 
positive determinant. But if this determinant is computed with respect to 
the basis {n*, H} of E,, it is just the (2 x 2)-subdeterminant right below of 
the symmetric matrix of @; ’ with respect to the orthogonal basis 
{P,,...,A-2rn*,n} of E,@J%. Because the determinant of such a sub- 
matrix of a symmetric matrix with positive eigenvalues is always positive, 
the lemma is proved. 
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